Morton’s toe Frequency among the Bulgarian Population and its Association with High Arched Foot
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The human foot must be enough flexible to absorb the ground reaction forces and stiff enough for weightbearing. The medial foot arch has been recognized as a key component in the overall function of the foot. We studied the Morton’s toe frequency in Bulgaria among randomly selected men and women aged 18 to 60 years. The foot arch height was investigated. For this purpose we used the common and well established method based on footprints. We combined the measurements of the Clarke angle and the Chippaux-Smirak index to divide the footprints into three groups: normal, high arched and flat foot. Our results show a high prevalence of Morton’s toe in the Bulgarian population and a higher frequency of a high arched foot compared to flat one. The statistical data analysis (the $\chi^2$ test) proved an association between the high arched foot and Morton’s toe ($p \leq 0.05$).
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Introduction

The human foot plays a key role in supporting the weight of the body, in keeping a stable upright posture and in providing the locomotion. It must be enough flexible to absorb the ground reaction forces and stiff enough for weightbearing. These unique functions of the human foot are defined by its anatomical structure and mainly by its three arches. The medial longitudinal arch is higher than the lateral one and is composed of the calcaneus, the talus, the navicular, the three cuneiforms, and the first, second, and third metatarsals bones. Elasticity is the main characteristic of this arch. The medial arch has an important role in shock absorption and the propulsion during walking and running, so its features have been recognized as a key component in the overall function of the foot during gait [3].

Adequate foot diagnostics requires modern and repeatable technics for assessment of foot construction, based on strictly defined, reliable and repeatable methods of measurement. Morphological examinations use common, simple methods based on
footprint (plantogram) analysis: Arch index, Staheli arch index, Chipaux-Smirak index, Sztriter-Godunow Index, Clarke angle, [7, 9, 12], etc. According to these indices the foot types are classified as normal, high arched foot and flat foot.

The features and shape of the human foot have aroused interest since ancient times. Several types of soles are described according to their shape and toe length. One of the most common is the Greek foot, which can be seen in many statues from ancient Greece: Venus de Milo and also in the Michelangelo’s David. This type of foot is characterized with longer second toe compared to the first one. The condition is named Morton’s toe after the orthopedic surgeon Dudley J. Morton (1884–1960) in the early 20th century [11].

Morton’s toe is a congenital condition with brachimetatarsia [8]. In these cases the first metatarsal bone is shorter than the second one. It is usually asymptomatic, but in some occasions the hypermobility or instability of the first metatarsal bone can result in gait changes, in caluses formation and hammertoes [11].

Materials and Methods

Footprints (plantograms) of randomly selected 102 Bulgarian men and women, without malformations, surgery or traumas of the foot, aged 18 to 60 years were collected after their written consent. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee at the Medical University “Prof. Dr. P. Stoyanov” with protocol №140/01.07.2021 and will continue until 600 participants are gathered.

The footprints representing second toe longer with at least 1,5 mm than the first one, were described as Morton’s toe positive.

The collected footprints were examined by measuring the Clarke angle and the Chippaux-Smirak index.

Clarke's angle is defined as the angle obtained by a tangent line joining the medial edges of the first metatarsal head and the heel, and the second line that connects the first metatarsal head and the acme of the medial longitudinal arch concavity [3] (Fig. 1A). Based on the Clarke’s angle value the foot is normal with Clarke’s angle between 42° and 54°, flat when the angle is less than 41° and with high medial arch when the Clarke’s angle is more then 54°.

Chippaux-Smirak index is the ratio of the maximum support width of the metatarsals to the minimum support width of center of the arch (Fig. 1B) [7]. Thus, Chippaux-Smirak index = AB/CD×100 % (Fig. 1B) [7]. In the cases with Chippaux-Smirak index between 25% and 45% the foot is considered as normal. If the Chippaux-Smirak index is more than 45% the foot is described as flat (pes planus) and when the index is less than 25% – as high arched foot.

According to these observations and measurements, study participants were divided into three groups: normal, high arched and flat foot, based on both Clarke’s angle and Chippaux-Smirak index values. The frequency of Morton’s toe in each group was studied.

The statistical data analysis was performed using the $\chi^2$ test and $p\leq0.05$ was accepted as statistical reliability.
Forty six (46) out of 102 plantograms were positive for Morton’s toe or 45% of the participants were with shorter first toe compare to the second one (Fig 2.). According to the values of Clarke’s angle and Chippaux-Smirak index 85 were with normal, seven – with flat and ten persons with high arched foot. Expressed in percentages these results show that 6.86 % of the included footprints are characterized as flat ones and 9.80% as high arched foot.

Within the Morton’s toe positive group, 17.40 % of the foot prints were with high medial arch. In the Morton’s toe negative group this percentage was 3.58 %.

The further statistical analysis (the $\chi^2$ test) proved an association between the high arched foot and Morton’s toe ($p \leq 0.05$) and showed no association between the flat foot condition and the Morton’s toe (Fig. 3).

**Fig. 1.** A. Clarke’s angle (α angle) is obtained by a tangent line joining the medial edges of the first metatarsal head and the heel, and the second line that connects the first metatarsal head and the acme of the medial longitudinal arch concavity. B. Chippaux-Smirak index is the ratio of the maximum support width of the metatarsals (AB line) to the minimum support width of center of the arch (CD line). Thus, Chippaux-Smirak index = AB/CD×100 % [7].
Fig. 2. A. Morton’s toe negative footprint. B. Morton’s toe positive footprint (second toe is longer than the first one). α – Clarke’s angle. AB line – the maximum support width of the metatarsals; CD line - the minimum support width of center of the arch. Chippaux-Smirak index = AB/CD×100%.

Fig. 3. A. 45% of all plantograms in our study are Morton’s toe positive. B. In 17.40% in the Morton’s toe positive group the foot prints were with high medial arch. In the Morton’s toe negative group this combination is observed only in 3.58% (χ2 test, p≤0.05).
Discussion

Morton’s toe is a congenital shortening of the first metatarsal bone. The secondary ossification center is different in this bone and in the other four metatarsal bones. It appears in the proximal end of the first metatarsal and in the distal ends of the second to fifth metatarsal bones. The premature closure of the epiphysis of the first metatarsal causes Morton’s toe condition.

The Morton’s toe has been observed with varying prevalence in different populations. The results show frequency of the condition between 0,05% and more than 50% [11]. Our data show a high prevalence of Greek foot in the Bulgarian population.

Static foot assessment is one of the commonly used methods to get information and make clinical decisions in order to identify possible etiological factors of the lower extremity dysfunctions and injuries. The results when using only one method are quite variable and in practice the combined use of several parameters in the evaluation of plantograms is preferred. The accuracy of the Clarke’s angle itself is estimated to be 68% and the accuracy of the Chippaux-Smirak index – 80%. The experimental results using a combination of indicators show that an accuracy of the result is up to 93% more than the single index [1]. For this reason we combined these two measurements.

The results of this study show that the high arched foot is more common in Bulgarian population than the flat foot. This type of foot is often underestimated as a cause of complaints and problems involving the entire lower limb.

The data showed a higher frequency of high arched foot in Morton positive participants. This is a combination of two conditions that lead to impaired morphology and function of the medial arch, which can disturb the distribution of body weight during gait and result in compensatory changes in adjacent joints of the lower limb and predisposition to low energy trauma. Common complication is metatarsalgia (a pain under heads of metatarsals), predominantly under second toe due to increased weight forces during the propulsive phase of gait. This is because the second metatarsal head is farthest forward and the force is transferred through it. Along with high medial arch, which makes the foot rigid with less surface area for absorbing impact, there is excessive pressure on rearfoot and forefoot areas. This can make the leg susceptible to foot conditions such as heel pain, plantar fasciitis and metatarsalgia [4, 5, 6, 10].

Conclusions

Morton’s toe, which is primarily a genetically determined condition, is very common in the Bulgarian population. The high arched foot is significantly more common than the flat foot. We found that Morton’s toe is associated with a higher incidence of high arched foot.
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